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Chapter 1 summary 

The book is one extended argument defending the author’s theory of language evolution. Each 

chapter builds on the previous ones. To start with, in the first the chapter, Scott-Phillips addresses 

the notion of ‘communication’, insisting that the kind of communication that humans possess and 

use is categorically distinct from the widely (and intuitively) understood ‘code model’ 

communication (which plausibly is responsible for all of the communication that we see elsewhere in 

the animal kingdom). Note that we are just talking about communication here, not ‘language’ yet. In 

fact, human-style communication can be understood with examples that don’t obviously resort to 

any linguistic elements (as we’ll see with the coffee cup tilting example below). 

The code model is associationist in essence. It relies on associations between states of the world and 

signals on the part of the signal producer; then there are associations between those same signals 

and a behavioural response on the part of the receiver. There is no ambiguity of the signal’s 

‘meaning’ in this system. The signal means all and only what the state of the world was that elicited 

it. If the presence of a sufficient number of other bacteria appearing in any given bacterium’s 

environment (a state of the world) causes it to emit a particular chemical signal, then the signal’s 

‘meaning’ is all and only that that state of the world is the case; the signal can’t mean anything else. 

In contrast, human signals are endemically ambiguous. It isn’t simply that idiomatic expressions can 

be ambiguous between an idiomatic meaning and a literal one (e.g. ‘Kick the bucket’ meaning ‘to 

die’ or to literally kick a particular salient bucket), every possible utterance is ambiguous, even the 

most basic can have a potentially infinite number of meanings e.g. If you say ‘I’m cold’ to someone, 

it could mean, depending on the context, that you don’t want to go out, that you want someone to 

close the window, that you want them to turn the heating up, that you’re ill etc. 

What is happening in the human case, is not that we are producing signals associated with states of 

the world, but rather we are providing evidence that our listeners is using to infer our meanings 

from. This kind of communication is called (rather cumbersomely I’m afraid) ‘ostensive-inferential’ 

communication. It relies on two kinds of intention on the part of the speaker: an ‘informative 

intention’ (say, to get the person you’re speaking to to think you want her to close the window 

because you’re cold with it open), but crucially also a ‘communicative intention’, namely, that the 

speaker knows that you intend her to think this. Communication occurs in this model when the 

person you’re speaking to recognises your communicative intention and infers your informative 

intention from it (and then hopefully goes and closes the window!). This kind of communication is 

not based on associations between states of the world and behavioural responses to those states, 

but on metapsychology i.e. the ability we (humans) have to think about our own and other people’s 

mental states; the communicative intention is just that: a thought that you want the person you’re 

speaking to to know you want them to think something. That’s why, in a coffee shop, say, you don’t 

just finish drinking your coffee and hope that the waiter notices that it’s empty and brings you some 

more but you ostensively i.e. in an overtly showy way, get the waiter’s attention by tilting your 

empty coffee cup at him in a particular way. If the waiter uses metapsychology to understand that 

you want him to think something, and if he infers that that thing is that your cup is empty so that 

you want more coffee, then successful ostensive-inferential communication has taken place (and 

you’ll get another cup of coffee!). Language, as in ‘natural language’ (i.e. what I’m producing 800 



words of here), is simply the addition to ostensive-inferential communication of linguistic codes (but 

don’t think that the use of ‘code’ there implies the ‘code model’). Evidently once we can not only tilt 

our coffee cup at the waiter, but also say ‘More coffee please’, we have a more useful overall 

communication system which will allow us to communicate a wider range of informative intentions. 

So the essence of the chapter is articulating this distinction between the two different types of 

communication (incidentally, these are the only two kinds of communication that we know about, 

indeed that anyone, including philosophers, has understood by the concept of ‘communication’). 

This is really just to clearly state what the object of enquiry is such that we can then think about how 

it evolved later. In the first lecture, I’ll go through the chapter in a more detail (particularly the very 

useful examples the author gives throughout the book), attempting to clearly state the distinction 

between these two types of communication. 

 


